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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this chapter is fourfoldt to give a 

succinct statement of the problem under Investigation} to 

review briefly literature allied to this Inquiry? to ex

plain the nature, method, and scope of the Investigation 

undertaken herelnj and to give a brief preview of the suc

ceeding chapters. 

Statement of Problem 

The United States has h^en experiencing growth In 

both population and aggregate economic variables employed 

In the national income data published by the Bureau of 

Business Economics, United States Department of Coimnerce. 

Growth of aggregate economic variables, when measured in 

constant dollars. Is indicative of an increased actual out

put of goods and services. It follows that any increase In 

actual output or aggregate supply of goods and services must 

be accompanied by a commensurate increase in aggrsgste de

mand if the Increased output is to persist. As James 

Knowles has stated, economic growth in each time period 

la limited by the lesser of supply or demand. 

The rate of growth in output will be determined 

^See Table I in the Statistical Appendix, p. 62 



by the growth of demand> on the one hand^ or the 
growth of supply» or potential output, on the 
other^ according to which Is smaller, and hence 
the limiting factor in each time period.^ 

In this thesis net private domestic Investment, 

which Is designated by the letter ^» is selected as the 

prime determinant of Increasing supply. Compensation of 

employees, designated by the letter W, iftilch Is paid to 

the factor input labor> is taken as the prime determinant 

of Increasing deornnd* Other long-run economic determinants 

of supply and demand are considered constants In this thesis. 

Over the period of time considered In this thesis, both W 

and I are increasing* Another factor, to be considered as 

an independent variable In this thesis, is also Increasing, 

i. e., population, designated herein hy the letter P. 

The values of variables W and I are established as 

an average over a thirty-year period and reduced to a per 

capita basis. The ratio existing between these per capita 

ratios over this period of time is a definition of stability 

conditions. Any other ratio obtaining at any future point 

In time will be Indicative of instability. The problem 

under investigation is how to maintain stability and to 

^Jamcs W. Knowles, The Potential Economic Growth in 
the United States, A Report of the Joint Economic Committee 
on the Study of Employment, Growth, and Price Levels; Study 
Paper No. 20 {Washingtont U. S. Government Printing Office, 
I960), p. 12. Hereafter cited as Knowles, Potential £CQ-
nomic Growth. 



reallee hlstoriesl griwth potentials at a projected year 

(1975)» In light of the growth accruing over time In the 

variables W, 1, and P. 

r » V 

It Is expedient at this time to present a defini

tion for growth and to distinguish it from the concept of 

progress* One economist has defined growth as 

an increase In the Natl on*s capacity to produce 
goods, services, and leisure* . • * The distlnc-
ilon between prsgress and econoale growth Is the 
familiar distinction economists make between 
o^ans and en4^» Progress relates to an Increase 
In the welfare of the people of the Nation while 
ecdnomie growth Is an Increase in the economy^a 
productive capacity, I* e., an increase In the 
llatl©n*s ability to provide the material means '''^'^ 
to satisfy individual or collective desires for 
different kinds of goods and services, and thui. 
In the end, contribute to an Increase in welfare.*^ 

In this thesis an Increase in the productive capacity of 

the economy. Indicated by an increase in the per capita 

value of I, and by Increases in per capita values of other 

economic variables. Indicates an increase in the nation's 

ability to provide means "to satisfy individual or collec

tive desires." When change in per capita values Is referred 

to, the writer is in no way concerned with whether or not 

•fl^HMiaVMMaMM 

3Knowle8, Potential :£conomlc Growth, p. 4* 
MMMnaM. 
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this is progress or msximum attainment of employment* The 

area of welfare economics Is not the matter under discussion, 

although at times It may appear that the arguments presented 

are applicable In the welfare area. 

The problem about which this thesis centers Is the 

mslntenanee of long-run economic stability in the light of 

population growth* Ldag*nin economic stability exists when 

a constant ratio between the per capita values of variables 

W (compensation of employees) and I (net private domestic 

Investment) endures through time* Because of the speci

ficity of this definition. It can be seen that stability 

Is a unique position In which three variables are In a cer

tain relationship to each other. A variation in any of the 

three variables, W, I, or P, could cause a tendency away 

from stability. Likewise, any of the three variables could 

be manipulated and thereby theoretically tend to return the 

system to stability. Population (P), however. Is considered 

a predetermined variable. For this reason, only two vari

ables, W and I, may be manipulated In order to maintain 

stability conditions. 

Income distribution refers to the allocation of In

come created In the production process to those economic 

factors having a part In production. Specifically, Income 

will be allocated to two categories, compensation of em

ployees (W) and other Income (M). The latter classifica

tion will be defined In greater detail when the theoretical 



framework of this thesis Is presented In Chapter II* 

Review of Literature on Growth 

Historically, economic development and Its causes 

have h€9n i^ortant areas for professional Investigation 

among economists* Si|^Ifleant among the classical writers 

who have touched upon growth are Smith, RIcardo, Ma Ithus, 

and Marx* Adam Smith, In his analysis of the nature and 

causes of the wealth of nations, ascribes a dominant posl-

tlon to the division of labor and to the accumulation of 

wealth which leads to a greater division of labor*^ Later, 

RIcardo also gave emphasis to capital accumulation* He 

surmised that as long as the rate of profit is high enough 

••to afford them ̂ the farmer and the manufacturer^ an 

adequate compensation for their trouble, and the risk 

i4iich they must necessarily encounter In employing their 

capital productively,"^ capital accumulation will be car

ried on hy those with the means to do so. A common factor 

ftmong these writers is their emphasis upon capital for the 

realization of growth. 

wtKimmmmtmiitmm 

^Adam Smith, An Inc^jry in to the Nature and Causes 
of the Wealth of Na t ions jSd* Edwin Cannan ( the Modern L i 
bra r y | itew York I l̂ anciom House, I n c . , 1937 )> Bk. I , chaps . 
I and I I . 

^David RIcardo, The P r inc ip l e s of P o l i t i c a l I:^onomy 
and Taxation (Everyman's Library ; New Yorkj E* P. Dutton 
and CO., n* d . ; , p* 73* 
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Also necessary to the concept of growth is the ability 

to withdraw produetlen from the market* Robert Ma Ithus 

placed emphasis on the maintenance of effective demand which 

would determine consitiB̂ tion, which, In turn, would determine 

production*^ Mirx also emphasised the Importance of capital 

aecumulstlon In capitalist development*? According to his 

formulation, as long as surplus value Is sufficient, the 

capitalist will continue to accumulate capital at an ever« 

Increasing rate* 

Among contes^^orary writers significant insights Into 

the problem of capital accumulation have been contributed by 

Keynes, Harrod, Domsr, and Hicks* In this century, Keynes, 

being influenced by all of the classicallets to some extent, 

has ascribed the term Investment to the classical concept of 

capital accumulation* Not too much unlike RIcardo and Marx, 

he credits Investment with a critical role In the process of 

economic development* Keynes Is also responsible for giving 

the consumption function a prominence In aggregate analysis. 

Harrod, Domar, and Hicks interest themselves In dynamic 

\awrence R. Klein, The Keynes la n Revolution (New 
York! The Hacmillan Co., i93ki» P- ^^^* 

7Karl Marx, Capitalt a Critique of Political economy, 
ed. Frederick Engels {The Modern Library; New Vorkt Random 
House, Inc., 1906), Pt* VII, chaps, xxiv and xxv. 

°John Maynard Keynes, The General Theory of Employ
ment Interest and Money (New Yorkj Marcourt, BraCe and Co., 
Iv3b)« Hereafter cited as Keynes, General Theory* 

file:///awrence


rates of groirth among the aggregate variables at play In 

the ecoAoaQT, centering their thoughts at times on stable 

growthi Special consideration Is given by these writers 

to the role of investment and Its relationship to growth* 

Growth has assumed such signlf Icsfiee that this sub

ject has received special Interest through the passage of 

the ^aployment Act of I9i).6* This act gives authorization-

nay, not only authorisation, but a mandate—to the federal 

government to pursue measures which will promote "maximum 

en^loyment, production, and purchasing power•*'9 The enun

ciation of growth as a national policy has provoked much 

literature on the subject.^^ 

Nature, Method, and Scope of Investlstation 

l^e nature of the analysis presented herein centers 

about the problem of maintaining long-run economic sta

bility over a specific period of time and the realization 

of historical growth potentials at a specific point in 

time. In this thesis, a ratio is established over a his* 

torical period of time, and stability conditions arc stated 

to be the persistence of this ratio through future time. 

^An Act to Declare a National Policy on EmploymEnt> 
Production, and Purchasinfi Power, and for Other Purposes, 
in ij. ̂ ., Statutes at Larse, Vol. Lx, pp. 23-26. 

lOKnowles, Potential Economic Growth, pp. Û -Ij.? 
/^See especially nn* 6, 7, and b on these pages._/ 
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At another designated point In time, the ratio Is again 

computed* The comparison of the two rstlos yields the 

problem under Investigation, I. e*, the declining ratio of 

per capita compensation of employees (W) to per capita net 

private domestic Investment (I). The locus of this Inves

tigation Involves the means to avoid the resulting possi-

billty of a market glut (as suggested by Malthus), to 

sustain the historical pattern of capital accumulation, to 

maintain long*run economic stability, and to realize histor

ical growth potentials. 

By methpd of analysis Is meant the manner In which 

the problem under investigation Is approached and handled. 

The author attempts to use a scientific method in this the

sis* A probable problem in growth Is Identified, signifi

cant variables are related, and deductive remedies are 

postulated. Existing estimates were gsthered from Depsrt-

ment of Commerce data. These estlmstes were statistically 

related hy means of least squares computations. From the 

results of these computations, it was possible to qusntify 

the problem under Investigation. The significance of these 

data is considered, and a hypothesis then suggests itself. 

This hypothesis Is subsequently examined. Evidence is 

sought and presented to determine the applicability of the 

suggested solution. When this evidence is weighed against 

the problem, a Judgment Is made regarding the applicability 

of the proposed solution. 



For this thesis, a moderate use has been made of em

pirical statistical data. Statistical and mathematical 

formulas could undoubtedly be quantified and used to dem

onstrate the entire thesis, but these have not he^n the 

sole tools of analysis. In addition to statistical tools, 

the tool of logic and the application of available theo

retical constructs have been utilized. 

The scope of the analysis In this thesis Is defin

itely limited* The economic system of the United States 

Is composed of innumerable variables. In a writing of 

greater depth and expanse, all variables In the system 

could be ^^ried and none held constant. This would be 

considered a general equilibrium analysis. In contrast, 

a partial equilibrium theory "deals with adjustments In 

particular segments of the economy in Isolation with only 

Incidental reference to Interrelationship of various seg

ments*" The analysis of this thesis is one of partial 

equilibrium because we are dealing with a selected number 

of variables from the total system and are concerned with 

maintaining stability among them over time. At the proper 

time, assumptions and further restrictions to narrow the 

scope of the analysis will be presented in the following 

chapters. 

wood 
^^John F. Due, Intermediate Economic Analysis (Home-

, 111. I Richard D* Irwin, Inc . , I9>b), p. l|35. 
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Forecast of Succeeding Chapters 

Chapter II presents the theoretical framework around 

which the problem under Investigation Is developed. Statis

tical data are grafted to this framework, and the problem is 

statistically defined in Chapter III. In Chapter IV a pro

posed solution to the problem and a theoretical analysis of 

the proposal are presented. Conclusions are presented, and 

some li^lications of the conclusions are discussed. In Chap

ter V. 

J^i'^-^ 



CHAPTER II 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

This chapter presents an explanation for the stipu

lated conditions of stability, defines the pertinent vari

ables, draws a distinction between equality and stability 

conditions, snd presents the assumptions of this thesis. 

Explanation of Conditions for Stability 

• -•( 

In Chapter I the conditions for long-run stability 

were ststed as the maintenance at a stipulated point In 

time of a rstio of per capita W to per capita I, existing 

over a thirty-year period of time. It is only proper thst 

the derivation of this condition be presented, explained, 

and validated. First, let us pose these questions: Whst 

are the long-run determinants of aggregate supply, snd what 

is the definition of aggregate supply utilized in this the

sis? 

Functional Determinants and Definitional 
£cj[uatlon of Aggregate Supply 

The determinants of long-run aggregate supply have 

been listed as theses^ discovery of additional resources. 

iGerald M. Meier and Robert E. Baldwin, Economic De
velopment t Theory. History, Policy (New York: John Wiley 
and Sons, Inc., i957)» pp. 2-3. Hereafter cited as Meier 
and Baldwin, Sconomlc Development. 

11 
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accumalatlon of capital, growth of population. Introduc

tion of better techniques of production. Improvement In 

skills, and other Institutional and organizational modifi

cations. Of specific Interest among these forces are capi

tal accumulation, the Introduction of better techniques of 

production and improvement in skills (which are herein re

ferred to as technological efficiency), and population 

growth; other determinants are held as constsnts. 

From the Department of Commerce Accounting System, 

It Is possible to derive s definition of aggregate supply. 

It Is suggested that the expenditures for Gross National 

Product are representative of the aggregate supply of goods 

and services available in any particular time period. This 

statement is bssed upon the logical assumption that these 

expenditures could not have been made for goods and services 

which were not in supply. Thus, personsl consumption expen

ditures, gross private domestic Investment, net exports of 

goods and services, and government expenditures for goods 

and services, which total to Gross National Product, are 

representative of aggregate supply. Of these four compo

nents, gross private domestic investment is of present con

cern on the aggregate supply side. Its definition can be 

given as follows: 

Gross Private Domestic Investment consists of ac
quisitions of newly produced capital goods by pri
vate business and non-profit institutions and of 
the vsluc of the change in the volume of inven-
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torles held hy business* It covers all private 
and new dwellings. Including those acquired by 
owner occupants*^ 

If annual estimates of capital consumption allow

ances are deducted from the annual gross private domestic 

Investment component, net privste domestic Investment re

mains. Capital consumption allowances are estimates pri

marily of depreciation; but It also Includes estimates for 

capital outlays charged to current expense such ss oil and 

gas well drillings and producer's durable equipment (tools 

charged to current expense), and accidental damages to fixed 

capital occurring annually through fire, natural events, and 

other accidents not provided for by depreciation allowances.3 

Increases In productive capacity are of major signif

icance when considering growth potentials. Capital consump

tion allowances is the closest figure available which can 

in any manner measure the amount of durable equipment con

sumed in the production process In any given time period. 

Capital consumption allowances approximates both durable 

equipment used In production and expenditures to maintain 

the stock of capital existing at the beginning of the 

2u. S., Office of Business Economics, National In
come, 19^k Edition: a Supplement to the Survey of Current 
Business (Washington: U. S. Government Printing Office, 
19511.) > p. 59» Hereafter cited as the 195U National Income 
Supplement. 

3lbld., pp. 150-152. 
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period at a constant fwantity and quality* Therefore, the 

concept net private daaestlc Investment Is a measure of the 

increase In capital stock or Increased prodwatlve capacity 

from which incraased.output may flow* Based en this rea

soning, net private domestic Investment Is used, and, as a 

consequence. Net National Product, not Gross National Prod

uct, Is taken as the most aggregative economic Indicator. 

The definition of aggregate supply may be placed In 

equation form* Aggregate supply is equivalent to Net Na

tional Product, which Is rtpresented hy the symbol A in this 

thesis. A Is equal to the total of net private domestic In

vestment, which Is designated by the symbol Ĵ, snd aggregate 

consumption, which Is designated by the letter R. Aggregate 

consui^tlon (R) is the total of personal consumption expend* 

Itures, net exports of goods snd services, and government 

expenditures for goods and services.^ 

Thus, on the supply side we have the definitional 

equation A « I • R, 

On the supply side net national product has been se

lected as the most aggregative concept to be used. Since 

the immediate purpose Is to develop a definitional equation 

^Detailed definitions of the separate types of ex
penditures included under aggregate consumption (R) are not 
presented here because they are not directly pertinent to 
the problem under Investigation at this point* For the in
terested reader, these definitions are set forth on pages 
59 and 60 of the 19̂ 1i. National Income Supplement* 
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between aggregate supply and aggregate demand, this con

cept (A) Is also used as the most aggregative term on the 

demand side of the equation. However, on the demand side 

we are dealing with Incomes, not expenditures! therefore 

the decision has h9%n made to use the term aoflreqate income 

as the most aggregative concept on the demand side. When 

quantified. It Is equal In magnitude to Net National Prod

uct (A) on the supply side* 

Functional Determinants and Definitional Functional Determinants and 
E<Iuation Of Aflgr^gate Pernsnd 

The determinants of long-run demand require Identi

fication. Long-run changes In the structure of demand have 

heen associated with developmsnts In level and distribution 

of Income, size and age of population, tastes and habits, 

and other Institutional and organizational arrangements.^ 

Of these factors, attention Is specifically directed to the 

level and distribution of income and to the size of the 

population;^ other factors determining aggregate demand are 

held as constants. 

^Meler and Baldwin, Economic Development, pp. 2-3. 

6Age composition of the population which has a great 
influence upon types of products consumed by the population, 
and the amount of Income channeled into savings or into con
sumption would be of great concern to this writer in a study 
of greater scope* In the Interest of narrowing the scope of 
the present Investigation, however, changing age composition 
snd its attendant economic effects have been excluded from 
consideration in this thesis. 
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By level of income Is meant, in effect, the magni

tude at any particular time of aggregate Income (A), since 

that Is the most aggregative quantifiable concept employed. 

In this study. In accordance with the Department of Commerce 

classifications, distribution of income means, except where 

noted to the contrary, a functional distribution or the 

allocation of aggregate Income among the aggregate compo

nents of National Income which are as foilowei compensa

tion of employees, proprietor's Income, rental income of 

persons, corporate profits and inventory valuation adjust

ment less capital consumption allowances, and net Interest. 

Of these components, compensation of employees Is of pri

mary concern because It represents the greatest source of 

aggregate Income* A definition of this component Is ss 

follows: 

Compensation of Employees is the income sceruing 
to persons in an employee status as remuneration 
for their work. From the employer's standpoint. 
It Is the direct cost of employing labor. It is 
the sum of wages and salaries and supplements to 
waaes and saJaries. Wages and Salaries consists 
of tlie monetary remunera11 on of employees com
monly regarded as wages and salaries. Inclusive 
of executives' compensations, commissions, tips, 
and bonuses, and of payments in kind which repre
sent Income to the recipients. Supplements to 
Wages and Salaries Is the monetary compensation 
of employees not commonly regarded as wages and 
salaries* It consists of employer contributions 
for social Insurance; employer contributions to 
private pension, health, and welfare funds, com
pensation for Injuries; directors' fees; pay of 
the mllltsry reserve; and a few other minor items 
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of labor Incomet? 

It Is now appropriate to summarize the theoretical 

framework of aggregate demand. Aggregate demand Is repre

sented by aggregate Income, which is designated by the sym

bol A* A is equal to the sum of condensation of employees, 

designated by the symbol W, and other income, designated by 

the symbol M. Other income (M) is the total of the Depart

ment of Commerce National Income components (proprietor's 

Income, rental income of persons, corporate profits and in

ventory valuation adjustment, and net interest, less capital 

consus^tlon allowances); It also Includes those miscellan

eous Items which make up the difference between Nationsl 

Income and Net National Product In the Department of Com

merce Accounting System. These Items are Indirect business 

tax and nontax liability, business transfer payments, and 

a statistical discrepancy less subsidies minus current sur

plus of government enterprises." 

Thus, on the demand side we have the definitional 

equation A = W + M. 

With the definitional equations for supply and demand 

7l9̂ 1f National Income Supplement, p. 59. 

3Definitlons of the separate types of Incomes In
cluded under other Income (M) are not presented here be
cause they are not directly pertinent to the thesis under 
investigation. For the interested reader, these defini
tions are set forth on pages 59 and 60 of the 19514- Na
tional Income Supplement. 
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tisw estsbllihad, let aS state the total theoretical defi

nitional relationship In syobolle terms as followst 

W 4 > l t « A « l 4 > R « this Is the operational definitional 

e<|uatlon which yields the locus of the present Investiga

tion* 

W (cwi^ensatlon of «saployees) plus U (other Income) 

Signifies the aggregate demand created In the economy In sny 

time period by payments to the recipients of income included 

In these groups* I (net private domestic Investment) plus 

R (aggregate consumption) symbolizes the aggregate supply 

available In the economy In any time period* They are equal 

to A and thus to each other, ex post* 

As Stipulated In Chapter I, population growth affects 

aggregate economic performance. The population variable 

hss Its effects on both sides of the equation* Population 

Is defined as the numerical estimate of the Inhabitants of 

the United States, as determined by the Bureau of the Cen

sus of the IMIted States Department of Commerce* The sym

bol used for population in this study is £• 

Equality and Stability Conditions Distinguished 

At this point there is need to recall the fact that 

Stability conditions have been stipulated as a ratio of per 

capita W to per capita I* In the distribution of income, 

W is of prime concern on the aggregate income or demand 

side* On the aggregate output or supply side, I is of con-
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earn* Because population is a growth factor to be considered, 

the demand and supply definitions presented above are put on 

a per capita basis without changing the ex post equality of 

the equation, I. e., S^-Mwd'!***^* 1» other words, per 

capita aggregate demand is equal to per capita aggregate 

supply* This equality will exist In each time period, ex 

jg£St# This equality is distinct, however, from the stabil

ity conditions which have been stipulated. For stability 

to exist simultaneously with the ex post equality of each 

period, the ratio of W/P to l/p which existed at the point 

of origin must be existent at the same time. 

As an example, the following hypothetical figures 

may be Inserted In the equation* At an ex post point In 

time W « 8, M » 6, A a 114-, I » I4,, R * 10, and P « 2* 

Equality exists In the equation, and the stability condi

tions to be maintained over time are a ratio of per capita 

W « 2 to par capita 1 * 1 . Further, assume that growth 

occurs In the system and that, at a future point in time, 

W » 12, M « 6, A » 18, I « 8, R « 10, and P « I4.. Ex post 

equality still exists in the equation, but the conditions 

stipulated for stability at the initial point In time do 

not prevail. The ratio of per capita W to per capita I 

has changed from 2 to 1 to 3 to 2. Now the problem of 

this thesis is not to maintain the equality; this will 

automatically exist, ex post. Rather, it is to find a 
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mothoii by whieh the ratio of per capita w to per capita I, 

l« «*, stabllltyr dtn ha ttalntaliied, and a hiatorlcal growth 

potantlal realIted* 

^1»Wyy.gf ,Thes | ,s 

Basic to this analysis ire certain assumptions* In 

the derivation of growth character 1st let over the thirty-

year base period, the Impaet of certain factors upon the 

aggregate fIguras was not recognieed. It Is assumed that 

the InfMlct of these factors will not radically change In 

the future* These factors are the credit outstanding; the 

monetary system, the Interest rate effect upon decisions of 

investors and consumera; the social snd economic structure 

Othor than Investment, size of population, and distribution 

of Income, which are variables in this thesis; an estimated 

Increase In technological efficiency included In the vari

able I (net private domestic investment); and the mainte

nance of historical growth potentials. 

The following question may be asked: What effect does 

technological efficiency have upon output? To phrase it 

in another manner, as new capital is added to the production 

process, may Increasing, decreasing, or constant returns be 

expected? It was an inherent assumption in classical theory 

that additions to the stock of capital would be In kind. 

"Thus they ̂ the classical economistsJT could only foresee 

declining marginal productivity, which of course implies 
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that o«tp«t will |»i lais In proportion to the Increase In 

physleal capacity*"^ In modern business, however. It Is 

suitgested that the essence of technological development is 

'̂found In the Isq̂ rovlng quality, or efficiency, of the added 

units of capital* the Increase In output Is progressively 

greater than the Increase In the physical quantity of capi

tal employed*'*^^ In contrast to the classical tradition, 

in this thesis, the asiumption of Increasing returns is 

made* This means, of course, that as the stock of oapltal 

Increases, there is an attendant increase In the produc

tivity of the total stock* Recognition of this factor does 

not alter the fundamental problam; rather. It sggravates 

the underlying dislocation, and therefore It Is not a 

requisite of this Investigation* 

Summary 

The theoretical framework from which arc drawn the 

independent variables selected as the prime determinants 

of supply and demand has been presented. Also, the equa

tion ^ ' • ' ^ * 4 ' * ' l * ^ ^^® been presented, and its compo

nents defined where necessary. It has been explained thst 

9Harold G. Moulton, Controlling Factors in Economic 
Development (Washington: The Brookings Institution, 19/|9;, 
p* 303. 

^Qlbid., p. 23i;. 
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in this thesis aggregate supply Is a function of net private 

domestic Investment (which includes technological efficiency) 

and population* The Income component compensation of employ

ees and the population have been designated as determinants 

of aggregate demand. Other determinants of sggregate sup

ply and aggregate demand are held constant. A clear distinc

tion has been drawn between the conditions for the mainte

nance of long-run stability (derived from the functional 

relationships) and the ex fiost per capita equality existing 

between aggregate supply and aggregate demand In the defi

nitional equation. It has been shown that the equslity 

between the supply and demand sides of the definitional 

equation may exist over time without the presence of sta

bility. Finally, the assumptions of this thesis have been 

presented* 



CHAPTER III 

STATISTICAL DATA 

in this chapter data are presented which, when they 

are grafted to the framework of the preceding chapter, es

tablish statistically the problem under Investigation* The 

Sequerwe of topics discussed Is as follows: source of datat 
' ''il' '• 

deflation of data to constant dollars, presentation of raw 

data, calculation of per capita ratios at point of origin, 

calculation of per capita ratios at point of termination, 

and a statistical restatement of the problem. 

Source of Data 

The United States Department of Commei^e is the basic 

source for all statistical data presented In this thesis. 

Historical data for variables A, W, I, and P for the years 

1929 through 1958 Inclusive are obtained from the Survey of 

Current Business, published by the Department of Commerce* 

In order to deal with "real" dollar values and thereby to 

avoid any Inflationary bias in statistical presentations, 

all dollar data are reduced to constant 19514- dollars.^ 

^GHP Implicit price deflators were readily available 
for two base years, 19^7 and 195U« The writer selected 195U 
ss the base year because it is the more recent, and therefore 
constant figures using this year as a base would be more 
meaningful than those of a more remote year; it was selected 
also because It was used in the Economic Report of the Presi-
der̂ tj January, I960 ̂ (Washington: U. S. Government Printing 
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Jtl'M^P'^,<>^P^^ ^^ <:onyt̂ nt DQllftrs 

lit order to maintain the equality In the quantifi

cation of the definitional equation, the same Index number 

must be used to deflate both sides of the demand-supply 

equation* The implicit price deflator for Gross National 

Product was selected as the index to be used In reducing 

all dollar values to constant 1954 dollars* Also avail

able for use were any of the various wholesale price Indexes 

or consumer price Indexes, all of ndiich are prepared by the 

Bureau of Labor Statistics, United States Department of La

bor* The GNP liî llclt price deflator has been selected 

because It Is more representative of the variables on both 

sides of the equation than would be a wholesale price Index 

or a consumer price Index* 

<mP implicit price deflators are obtained by dividing 

current GNP dollar estimates by constant GNP dollar esti

mates* The most significant GNP component is personal 

consumption expenditures. The Department of Coimneree de

flates these expenditures In the following manner: 

The general procedure for deriving constant dollar 
personal consumption expenditures for goods and ser
vices was to divide the current dollar estimates In 
detail considerably finer than that of the published 

Office); hereafter cited as the Economic Report of the 
Pryslden^ 196Q ^in instances where annual data were pre
sented for comparative purposes. 
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snniuil ootimates, by price aeries that are components 
of the Consumer Price Index of the Bureau of Labor 
Statistles and of the series on Prices Paid by Farmers 
of the Agricultural tiarkating Service, U* S* Department 
of Agriculture*^ 

Wages and salaries, a major cos^onent of compensa

tion of employees, is of major significance on the Income 

or demand side* The real purchasing value of W and the 

real value of personal consumption expenditures are more 

accurately valued at a retail level than at a wholesale 

level of prices* For this reason, it is considered inap

propriate to use a wholesale price Index as a deflator* 

The problem as formulated necessitates the use of 

net private dmaestlc investment* To use a consumer price 

Index to deflate this component would be Inappropriate 

because the products Included In a constimer price index are 

different from those Involved In the Items Included under 

net private domestic investment* 

Neither a consumer price index nor a wholesale price 

Index would be appropriate to both sides of the identity 

equation. Because of this, the GNP implicit price deflator, 

which is a composite of the other indexes applied to the 

various expenditures, has been selected as being more rep

resentative of the balance desired In a deflator. In this 

thesis, all dollar values are deflated by the use of this 

^195U National Income Supplement, p. 155« 
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liitfo«» ani all figyros are proaented In constant 1951̂  dollars 

wiota •pocirically noted to the contrary. 

s-h--" 

1%ble I of the Statistical Appendix^ presents the an

nual hiatorlsal estimates for the economic variables pertl-

noat to this stiidy and for population* Data are presented 

for a thlrty<*yoar period, the years 1929 through 1958# The 

CMP li^llclt price deflator used to deflste current amual 

estlsMstet to constant I95t|. dollar estimates Is shown In 

Column 2* It may be noted that current dollar estimates sre 

presented in millions of dollars, wheress constant dollar 

eatlmstea are presented In billions of doUsrs* In Columns 

% and k snnttttl estlmstes for aggregate lnc(»»e snd Net Na

tional Product (A) are presented in both current dollars 

snd In constant 1954 dollars* 

On the dessand side, the variable compensation of em

ployees (W) hss been Isolated, and annual data for this 

con^on«mt are shown In Columns 5 and 6 In current and con

stant dollars respectively*^ For the supply side, annual 

estimates of capital consumption allowances have been de-

^See p« 62* 

^The dollar estimates for the component M (other In
come) are not shown because they are not used extensively in 
this study* It may be noted, however, that A « w -i- M; there* 
fore M « A - W* 
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dtictad ffon the annual estlmstes for gross private domestic 

Iftvestiaeiit {computation not presented), and the resulting 

annual estlmsies for net private domestic Investawnt are 

shown In current dollars In Column 7 and in constant dol

lars In Coluaai 8* 

The annual estimates of population as of July 1 of 

aaeh year are presented In Column 9 of Table I* 

In viewing the constant dollar estimates. It Is In-

taresting to note that A has Increased from 166*9 million 

dollars In 1929 to 361̂ *8 million dollars In 1958, an In

crease of approximately lldjlj and that W has increased from 

d9> million dollars In 1929 to 232 million dollars In 1958, 

an increase of approximately 161^* These 195^ magnitudes 

have not been achieved with uninterrupted Increases, how-

e lir e r * '••• '*''• •," -

Slumps and recessions are readily evident In the 

figures* For example, a steady decreasing trend may be 

noted In all variables for the years 1930 through I93kf re

flecting the effects of the depression; estimates for the 

year 1938 reflect a recessionary period; steady increases 

are then evident until the years 19I4.5 through 19W, when a 

decline In magnitude is shown for variables A and W, pos

sibly reflecting the cessation of large war expenditures 

^Estimates for the supply component R (aggregate con-
Sumption) are not presented. However, A = I + R; therefore 
R or A *• I* 
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at tka sad of World War !!• The recession of 19514. Is also 

awldoat for all variabies* 

Vhrlable I Is smch more volatile than either of the 

Othar two^variables* Net additions to the stock of capital 

areovldent for all years except the deep depression years 

of 4?3l throagh I935# the year 1938, and the war years of 

191^ through I91i5t when a net disinvestment Is evident* 

Poat'MWorld War II data Indicate a fairly consistent and 

high level of net Investment occurring In the American econ-

oay* 

r'^-^t If net private domestic Investment would be considered 

as an addition to the stock of capital, then since 1929 the 

stock of capital has increased by an estimated 332*3 billion 

dollars* this represents an Increased ability of the Amer-

loin economy to provide goods and services for the American 

population* However, during the time period in which this 

increase in capital has occurred, there has been a consist

ent Increase in population as shown in Column 9* In magni

tude, population between the years 1929 and 1958 has Increased 

by an estimated 52.2 million persons* In other words, dur

ing the thirty-year period covered by these figures, for 

each Individual increase in population there was an increase 

of approximately 63.7 dollars In capital stock to provide 

goods and services for each additional individual. To 

phrase It In another way, the per capita net capital ac

cumulation on the population increase was approximately 
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63v7 dallara* I t may far ther be noted that the post-World 

Wlrr I I jp^ulHtloa data ti%^^i9$B) indicates a greater ac -

osmmlatlon of popalatlon than the pre^'World War II data 

(l9a9«^i91^IH Ih f ac t , the Increase during the l a t t e r period 

Is almost three times as great as that during the former 

period* •-•'• •••'•• •m!^''-^.^:y^-V' ••,-•.•. 

Frt»a the data set forth In Table I , per capita ra t ios 

are ofiMaputed for two points In time. As stated in Chapter 

I I , s t a b i l i t y conditions are postulated to be the r a t io of 

per capi ta W to per capita 1, as established over a t h l r t y -

yaaf period* ThiO point wil l henceforth be referred to as 

t^* point of orlgfn* 

J | i | ^ ^ ^ ^ W , | l | P ^ ^ Capita, H^M^* ft^ P Q ^ ^ pf 0^^9^^ 

The data used for this study cover a time period of 

thirty years, the years 1929 through 1958. The point of 

origin at which stability conditions are defined is the 

mid-point of this time series, 1. e., mid-point between 

the years 19i|.3 and \9kk^ 

Stability conditions at the point of origin are an 

average characteristic of the thirty years' data presented 

in TSble I. Averages are computed for variables W, I, A, 

and P. The averages thus derived are then used to quan

tify the ratios W/P and l/P. Subsequently, a ratio of 

W/P to l/P is computed. The resulting ratio, which is the 

definition of stability conditions, is 13.1 to 1. Impressed 
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in a more meaningful manner, for every dollar of I, 13.1 

dollars of W are necessary in order for stability to endure. 

This ratio must obtain over time* If it docs not obtain, a 

tendency away from stability will develop. 

Computat^ion of Per Capita Ratios at Point of Termination 

For comparative purposes it Is necessary to select 

a point of termination. Inasmuch as the historical data 

to be surveyed are available for a thirty-year period, the 

time period over which the study is to extend should not 

be too long, and the terminal year for consideration, there

fore, not too distant in the future. However, In order to 

maintain the long-run concept, the space of time should not 

be too short, either. In an attempt to achieve moderation 

between these two considerations, and because the neces

sary population projection would coincide, the terminal 

year of 1975 has been selected. 

In order to determine per capita conditions at the 

terminal year. It is first necessary to compute least 

squares time regressions for the economic variables W, 1, 

and A* These computations are based on the data presented 

in Table I. The results are presented in Table II of the 

statistical Appendix. 

A linear function is shown for each variable. Each 

•W****. 

6see p. 63. 
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linear faactlon contalaa two tensa, the constant y term, or 

the intaY^apt for the y axis of a graph, and the x term, or 

the Onnvtal rite of ahange for the variable concerned* Also, 

the totals for the variables on the table are In biilaneet 

W • tl * Â  <>« ! -«• R« Both the results of the original eampu-

tatIons and the results of moving the original base of 1929 

to the ^olnt Of origin as defined above, I* e*, the mld^polnt 

of years l^y^t^kk* are prmM0n%94w 

It may be noted that equality exists on both the 

damand and the Sfipply sides of the equation, both In the 

additions of the y terms, and In the additions of the x 

terms* On the demand side, considering the y term, W 

(lkSA$3)l '*^ U (98*271̂ ) » A (2^3-t^27)| the same Is true of 

the X termt W (6*ll9x) • U (3.36lpc) « A (9.U83x)* On the 

supply side, considering the y term, 1 (11.077) -•' R (232*350) 

« A (2l|.3.ii27)l the same is true of the x term: I (l*322x) • 

R (d*161x) *A (9*l4.83x)* Since equality exists In the equa

tion at this point of origin. If these regression results 

were to be projected to a future year, equality would, of 

necessity, exist In that future year. In other words. If 

the values of the x term for each variable were multiplied 

hy the same figure and then added to the corresponding y 

term, the same equality would obtain In the future year as 

thst which existed at the point of origin. 

The rates of growth, or the x terms of variables W 

and I, are interesting when viewed In relation to each 
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otheff aad thay muat he viewed In such a manner because 

they are the prime ecwaomic determinants selaeted for in

vestigation In this study* It Is to be noted that w Is 

growing at a faster rate than I* w«s annual rate of growth 

Is 6*ll9x, whereas I's annual rate of growth Is l*322x* 

From tMte results It would appear that demand flowing from 

W Is outstripping the rate at n^ich the economy Is increas-

lag the stock of capital with which It supplies goods to 

satisfy demand* However, before this relationship can be 

fully evaluated. It must be brought Into proper perspective 

by relating It to the variable population* 

Population (P) Is not projected by least squares 

regression of historical data* Rather, it is considered 

more accurate to accept the estimate of a recent study made 

by the Bureau of the Census.*^ According to this study, the 

United States population in the year 1975 will be 225*6 

million persons. This projection is based on various as

sumptions, among which are the following. 

There will be no disastrous war, epidemic, or other 

^Meyer Zitter and Jacob S. Siegel, "Illustrative Pro-
Jeetions of the Population of the United States, by Age and 
Sex| I960 to 1980, "Current Population Reports, Population 
Estimatesf Department ot ciommerce Publication No. ly? (Wash
ingtont il* S* Government Printing Office, 1958), p. 2^. 
Heresfter cited as Zitter and Siegel, "Population Projec
tions." /^Four different population series are presented. 
Series III has been chosen for this thesis in order to ninl-
mizc compounding of errors through the use of extrcT.c popu
lation estimates.^/ 
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catastrophe* It Is further assumed that there will 
be no major economic depressions; in fact /*the pro
jection lsJ7 designed to be consistent with high em
ployment, and high economic activity*^ 

"Fertility will decline from the 1955-57 level to the 19)4.9-

51 level by 1965-70, then remain at this level to 1975*80 

(ultlimite Câ R of 1.5i4)»"*̂  Mortality rates are assumed to 

be decreasing rather than constant or increasing because 

of "the expectations of continuing advances in medical 

sciences and allied fields*"^^ Owing to the relatively 

minor role which net migration has had upon population 

change In this country In recent years, and the difficulties 

Involved In predicting a specific trend, "an arbitrary al

lowance of 300,000 per year (or 1.5 million per quinquen

nium)"^^ was used In the projection. This amount Is 

roughly equal to the average annual net immigration during 

the period 1951-1956. The projection also Includes antic

ipated births accruing to the population included In net 

migration estimates. 

With this estimate of population for the terminal 

year, it is now possible to compute the per capita estimates 

for Uie economic variables of the definitional equation pre-

^Zltter and Siegel, "Population Projections," p. 1. 

9lbid*, p. 8. 

lOjbid., p. 12 

*^lbld., p. 13 
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aantad in Cha#tar ll« the linear regressions for varlsbles 

W, I, and A praaentad In Table II are projected to the tor-

mlaal year 1975* thaae abaolate figures are then divided 

by tha popalatlon projactlon of 225*6 million persons to 

Qditaln the per eaplta values of the variables at the ter

minal yiKir* ttie following data, both for the point of 

origin and for the terminal year, are presented in Table 

III of the Statistical Appendix:^^ the absolute values of 

the aeonomic variables, the pertinent popalatlon data, snd 

per eaplta values of the variables* 

Statistical Restatement of Problem 

With this data It Is now possible to restate the 

ratios of per capita W to per capita I at both the point 

or origin and the point of termination* At the point-of 

origin the ratio w/P to l/P Is 13*1 to I; at the terminal 

year of 1975 the comparable ratio Is 6*1̂. to 1. Because of 

this result, the conditions established for long-run sta

bility are not maintained to the terminal year. 

Summary 

This chapter has presented the statistical data ap

plicable to the theoretical framework set forth in the pre

vious chapter* Data for the years 1929 through 1958 were 

l^Scc p. 6k» 
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presented, both In current dollar estimates and In constant 

dollar estimates. Justification for the use of the GNP 

Implicit price deflator as the Index by which current dol

lar estimates were reduced to constant dollar estimates was 

presented. Conditions for the maintenance of long-run sta

bility were specified statistically at the point of origin. 

Least squares regression results were given for all perti

nent economic variables. These trends were then projected 

to the terminal year of 1975* At this terminal year com

putations were made to discover whether long-run stability 

conditions had been maintained. It was established that 

these condition*) were not met. The significance of the 

statistical results of this chapter and alternative solu

tions to the problem will be discussed in the succeeding 

chapter* 
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(,";" >̂v.:..̂  t.,̂^ i f , CHAPTER IV 

* ^^^^-mmmttcAh AHALVSIS 

lA m i * alMiptar tha al^alf laaaaa of %tm daersasing 

ratio of par eaplta w to per capita X la conaldared as 

ralatad to tha realisation of growth potaatlalsi deductive 

ganarallfatl<ma are Idantlflad throagh the application of 

ralavant aaoa^ala theory* 1 ^ hiatorlcal devalopttont of 

tha eonaapt of affective demand^ as depicted In the wrlt«» 

Inga of ^Ithaa and Xi^mas, la briefly ravlawad* A psr* 

tlol eontraat batwaan the Kaynaalan analysis and the anal-

yala praaaiitad haraln Is developed* Tha Kaynaalan solution 

to growth Is concerned with the problem of msximisatlon, 

wharoaa thia Invaatlgatlcm Is concerned with the malntensnce 

of historical growth patterns* Thereforot sources of ln« 

creaaed axpandlturts which may lead to 9Ln Increase In sg** 

gregate c<ms«i£^tlon and effective demand are discussed* 

The proposal is msde to Increase effective deimind in the 

loiig run by Increasing the level of personal consumption 

expenditures* Justification for this proposal Is asserted* 

The application of average propensity concepts Is considered* 

Statistical data are presented to indicate the possibility 

that an increase in the aggreg^ate Income component w would 

result In fkn Increase In personal consumption expcndltur !9, 

and therefore also In aggregate consumption expenditures. 

Further, 9in approximation to the average propensities to 

• > < 
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consume out of W and oat of U, to supplement the above pos

sibility, is praianted* 

SIffnIficance of Decreasing Ratio w/p to l/p 

In the preceding chapter the statistical data pre

sented Indicate a probability that difficulty will be en

countered In the realisation of historical growth patterns 

at the terminal year of 1975* The statistical data denote 

an average p^t capita ratio of W to I over the period 1929-

1956 of 13*1 to 1. However, at the termination point (1975)» 

this ratio will have decreased to 6*lj. to 1. The signifi

cance of this decreasing ratio must be considered. 

In an earlier chapter, compensation of employees (W) 

was designated as a prime determinant for the growth of de

mand* It was suggested that, as population grows, W must 

grow commensurately in order to create effective demand in 

the aggregate for the potential levels of output In the 

area of consumer goods and services. 

A prime determinant in the growth of supply was desig

nated as net private domestic Investment (I). As I accumu

lates or-?*- time, productive capacity and potential output 

grow* When related to population growth, the ability of 

the consumer to withdraw this output from the market must 

grow in order for the historically projected growth pat

terns to be realized. 

In the terminal year, however, the ratio of per 
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capita W to par eaplta I has decreased from what It was at 

Umi point of orlfin* Saeause of the lower ratio, It Is sug-

gastad that at soma tlias before the terminal year a sltus^ 

tlon will develop la which Inventories and stocks of 

oeamodltles will acciamilate, a market glut will grow, the 

marginal efficleney of capital will decline to a point at 

Which additional investment will be unprofitable, and the 

realisation of the historical growth potential at the ter

minal year 1975 will be Jeopardised* What possible solu

tions may be proffered In order to alleviate the occurrence 

of this sitaatlon? 

Suppested Possible Solutions 

Theoretically, either of the variables, W or I, may 

be varied In an effort to maintdin stability* Inasmuch as 

the population at the terminal year has been taken as a 

predetermined variable. It may not be altered. To vary 

either W or I would Involve one of three courses of action: 

(1) attempt to decrease the average annual rate of growth of 

I without In any way changing the average annual rate of 

growth of W; (2) attempt to increase the average annual 

rate of growth of W, while at the same time an attempt 

Is made to decrease the average annual rate of growth of I; 

and (3) attempt to increase the average annual rate of 

growth of W while holding the average annual rate of growth 

of I at Its historical growth rate. 
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In Oiapter II the assumption was made to maintain 

historical growth potentials; consequently, the fIret two 

of the above possible solutions must be discarded. Inasmuch 

as they ars Inconsistent with this assumption* Both would 

Involve an attempt to decrease the average annual rste of 

growth of I* Clearly, If either solution were Implemented, 

the above assumption would be violated* Therefore, the 

third possible solution Is pursued* 

Historical Discussion of Effective Demand 

The maintenance of effective demand has been the 

subject of discussion in the writings of economists for 

more than a century* One of the early writers to men

tion the subject was Robert Malthus* Malthus recognised 

that saving was a necessary prerequisite for capital ac

cumulation, but he did not argue that It must occur st the 

expense of consumption. As saving was used for capital ac

cumulation and the hiring of workers, more goods were put 

on the market. In his analysis, a general glut of the mar

ket would occur if effective demand did not rise fast enough 

to meet the increased supply of goods. The reason effective 

demand did not rise fast enough was that it took time to 

change consumption habits. As a partial remedy for this 

situation, he maintained that a country with great powers 

of production should possess a group of unproductive con

sumer'" who would consume more material wealth than they 
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would produce.^ 

In the third chapter of his General Theory. Keynes 

simimarlses the Isck of attention since the era of Malthus 

to the concept of effective demand. 

The great puszle of Effective Demand with which 
Malthus had wrestled vanished from economic liter
ature. You will not find It mentioned once in the 
whole works of Marshall, Edgeworth and Professor 
Plgou, from whose hands the classical theory has 
received its most mature embodiment. It could only 
live on furtively, below the surface, in the under- p 
worlds of Karl Marx, Silvio Gesell or Major Douglas.'̂  

Thus, It was not until Keynes that the subject of effective 

demand again received emphasis in economic literature. 

Keynes integrated the effective demand concept into his 

theory when he related It functionally to consumption and 

investment expenditures.^ Keynes assumed the consumption 

function to be fairly stable in the short run, and for this 

reason advocated the increase of investment expenditures as 

a means of maintaining effective demand. 

Contrast of Keynes Ian Analysis to the 
Analysis Presented Herein 

In contrast to Keynes, long-run analysis is in focus 

IT. R. Malthus, Principles of Political economy (New 
York: Augustus M. Kelley, Inc., 1931), PP. 399-i|01-

^Keynes, General Theory, p. 32. 

3lbid., pp. 23-3I1.. 
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In this thesis* Also, in the long run the probability of 

excessive Investment is a key point* Through a per capita 

growth In I, the increase In productive capacity and po

tential aggregate supply Is growing In excess of that rate 

of growth which can be effectively demanded by the major 

consuming units at their projected per capita income level* 

To apply the Keyneslan solution of increasing investment, 

excepting government Investment (which is handled later 

In this chapter In a different manner than It was handled 

by Keynes), would not be a remedy Inasmuch as the marginal 

efficiency of capital would be at a point at which addition

al Investment would be unprofitable* A state of Investment 

saturation will be reached at some period before the ter

minal year of 1975* Because Investment expenditures can

not be Increased, the alternative is to increase consumption 

expenditures* This analysis Is based upon the familiar 

circular flow concept In which expenditures for Investment 

or consumption provide the incomes and the effective demand 

to the factors participating in production of Investment 

goods or consumption goods and services. 

Sources of Increased Aggregate Consumption 

In this thesis aggregate supply (A) equals I -•- R, 

ex post. It has been shown that to increase I would be an 

(New York 
^Alvln H. Hansen, Business Cycles and National Inconc 
rk: W. W. Norton and Co., 1931), PP. 130-132. 
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Ineffaatlva solution* For this reason, in order to realise 

historical growth potaatials In A over future time, tha al-

tarnatlva Is ta attempt to Increase R (aggregate consump

tion)* :,l-.'̂./.. 

The types of expenditures Included under R are those 

msde In the form of govemsttnt purchases of goods and ser-

vlaes* net exports to foreigners, snd personal consumption 

axpenditares* Let us briefly examine each of these as a 

potential source of Increased expenditures. Incomes, and, 

Sttbse<|aantly, effective demand* 

Government, whether indirectly by purchase of Indus

trial output or directly hy expand!tares to employ workers, 

may oreate effective demand* It could Increase defense 

expenditures, undertake the construction of public work 

projects, purchase consumer commodities and stockpile them, 

or undertake give-away programs. Whether or not any of 

these alternatives Is desirable can be answered only by the 

politician, however, not by the economist. 

Foreigners may purchase the output of the United 

States. This would be reflected in the variable R by an 

increase in net exports of goods and services. Such an 

increase in the sale of products would likewise provide a 

derived demand for an income to those factors participating 

In Its output* Actually, however, in a Twentieth Century 

Fund study, data are presented to show "thst the share of 

capital goods in industrial output has been steadily in-
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erwmnln^ In all modern eountrles**»5 i^ view of the strides 

Which other areas of the world are making in efforts to In

crease the productive capacities of their home Industries, 

can an Increase In foreign expenditures upon United States 

domestic outpat be expected?s^. 

Personal consumption expenditures may also be In

creased as a means of increasing effective demand. Per

sonal consumption expenditures consists 

of the msrket value of purchases of goods and 
services by Individuals and non-profit Institu
tions and of the value of food, clothing, hous
ing, and financial services received by them as 
Income In kind. It includes the rental value of 
owner-occupied houses but does not include pur
chases of dwallings, which are classified as cap
ital goods*^ 

In determining the type of consumption expenditures 

to Influence In order to raise aggregate consumption expend

itures and effective demand, any of the sources discussed 

above (government purchases, net foreign purchases, or per

sonal consumption expenditures) could be selected, provided 

the assumptions of this thesis were sustained. It Is the 

suggestion of this writer that to Increase personal consump

tion expenditures would be a feasible means of Increasing 

5w* S* Woytlnsky and E. S. Woytinsky, World Pop
ulation and Production, Trends and Outlook (New York: The 
Twentieth Century F̂ und, 1953)* P* ^•l^• 

1̂95Û  National Income Supplement, p. 59. 
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effective demand, of maintaining long-run stability, and 

of pasalbly slleviating the threat to the realisation of 

the historical growth potentials at 1975* 

Justification for Proposed Increase in 
Fersonai ConSumotlW Expenditures 

An Increase of foreign purchases is not too likely In 

view of the im:reaslng accumulation of capital In foreign 

countries* Recent balance of payment deficits Indicate an 

Increased ability of foreign powers to provide their own 

goods and services* An Increase of government expenditures, 

while most effective in the short run, is always subject to 

political influences, legislation, and short«*term fiscal 

policy* The direction which such Influences as government 

purchases for defense, highway construction, foreign aid, 

or give-away programs may take is uncertain. For these 

reasons, a more stable and consistent source of expenditure 

would be more reliable as a source for long-run income to 

the consumer. It Is suggested that the more stable source 

for Income Is to be found In increasing personal consump

tion expenditures, thereby promoting a reallocation of 

factors to consumer goods Industries, where more stable 

emplojrment and income may be expected. More stable income 

may be expected from consumer goods industries because of 

the Inherent nature of the expenditures included in the 

definition of personal consumption expenditures. Included 
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In this category are expenditures for the necessities of 

averydoy modern American living* More specifically, ths 

following Items are Included under the heading: food, to

bacco, clothing. Jewelry, personai care, housing, medical 

care, personal business (lawyers' or brokerage fees, etc*), 

transportation, recreation, education and research, reli

gious and welfare activities* With this In mind, a deter

mination of that component on the Income side which. In the 

long run, would have a more effective Influence than other 

Income components upon Increasing personal consumption ex-

pendltares of these descriptions Is In order* 

Propensities to Consume Considered 

Based on the historical trend, the aggregate average 

propensity to consume (R/A) at the point of origin is 9k*5%» 

At the termination point of I975> this same computation is 

90*55{« The complement of these percentages represents the 

portion of aggregate income that is saved or invested. In 

view of these percentages it may be stated that the average 

propensity to consume is decreasing as the terminal year is 

approached* 

An increase in the aggregate average propensity to 

consume at some point in time before the terminal year of 

1975 will be necessary in order for the historical growth 

potentials to be realized at 1975- Since A « W -i- M, the 

aggregate average propensity to consume out of A is equal 



ta tHa total of the average propensity to consume out of W 

plus tha avaraga propensity to consume out of M* If the ag« 

gregate avarage propensity to consume Is to be Increased, 

It may be accoa^llshed by Increasing either the average pro-

penalty to consul oat of w or the avarage propensity to 

ooaaama out of M, thereby Increasing personal consumption 

axpendltaras as well as aggregate consumption (R). 

The average propensities are determined by the mag-

altade of the total consumption function at any point in 

timet If a consumption function for W or M were available. 

It could positively be stated that an increase of expendi

tures from one com|̂ onent or the other would be more bene

ficial to raising personal consumption expenditures and, 

subsequently, effective demand. Extensive research has 

failed to establish the existence of such a statistical 

function for the coaqponent W, however.^ Neither has a 

'Letters were written to Congressman Mahon; Louis 
J* Paradiso, Assistant Director of the Office of Business 
Economics, United States Department of Commerce} Mr. P. E. 
Caldwell at the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas; and to Mr. 
Stanley Arbingast of the Bureau of Business Research at the 
University of Texas* Through Congressman fJlahon, informa
tion received from Harlow D* Osborne, Chief, National In
come Division of the Office of Business Economics, Department 
of Commerce, Indicates that such a function Is not available. 
In a "memorandum prepared In response to a Congressional 
inquiry In behalf of Mr* Gordon A. Golder, Lubbock^ Texas," 
Mr* Osborne wrote to Congressman *fehon that "the consump
tion of many families Is financed by a combination of n-
ployment Income with other types of income such as dividends 
or Social Security benefits, and in such cases it is im
possible to ascribe * Vie purchases to income of one type 
or another." 
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conaamptloa lunation oat of M been located* 

Hevartheiess, It may be Indicated that It is probable 

that an Increase In W will have a more positive effect upon 

increasing personsl coastumptlon expenditures than would an 

inarease in M* To develop this argument, the liberty is 

taken to deviate from the discussion of the average propen

sity concept to a discussion of statistical data in support 

of the contention of a probability that an increase in W 

will have more effect upon Increasing aggregate effective 

demand than would an increase in M* 

Statistical Data Suggesting the Probability 
¥hat ah Increase inWiould increase ItC"^ 

Table IV of the Statistical Appendix^ presents com

pensation of employees (W) as a per cent of aggregate In

come (A) for the years 1929 through 1958* W is consistently 

more than 535S of aggregate Income, and exhibits a tendency 

to become a greater share of aggregate income as the more 

recent years are approached. 

Table V of the Statistical Appendix^ exhibits the 

percentage of wages and salaries In the Income component 

W (compensation of employees) for the years 1929 through 

1958. These percentages, although they indicate that the 

See p. 65* 

'See p. 66. 
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tread of wages and sa l a r i e s as a component of W Is declining, 

peasant evidence tha t wages and sa la r i e s has been consls t -

Mitly greater than 93^ of W« The reminder of W Is made up 

of aapplements to wages and sa l a r i e s in tha form of es^loyer 

contr ibut ions for social Insaranca, and private pension and 

walfare fanda, compensation for In jur ies , directors* fees, 

snd a few other minor Items* I t Is evident that these Items 

Incladed under supplemantsry compensation are Increasing as 

a parcantage of W In more recent years* 

isable VI of the S t a t i s t i c a l Appendix^^ presents data 

far tha years 1929 through 1953 showing the annual avarage 

aamber of ful l- t ime and part-time employees receiving wages 

and sa l a r i e s as a percentage of the annual estimated labor 

farce* Except for the years of extreme depression, 1932 

and 1933t a t leas t 65̂ 8 of the labor force are wage and 

sa lary earners In each year. 

In view of the fact that W Is a major portion of ag-

g r e ^ t e Income, l e t us reason thus. Since the greater part 

of the labor force includes earners of wages and s a l a r i e s , 

and since wages and sa la r ies Is a major component of w, i t 

appears probable that W Is the major source of income for 

tha majority of the population. 

If the above be t rue , i t may be inferred that W is 

a major source of income for personal consumption expendl-

II I I — X W M I W i I l l 'H • " " I I ' 

l^See p* 67. 
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turaSt and, further, as has been noted, it is probable that 

the majority of the population Is dependent upon W for their 

basic iabslstence* 

Average Propensities Reconsidered 

One farther line of reasoning may be presented In sup

port of this same argument* As stated earlier, at the point 

of origin, the ratio of w/p to l/P implies certain propensi

ties to consume* AS time moves forward and the ratio of w/P 

to l/P decreases, the aggregate average propensity to con-

same also decreases. If the aggregate average propensity to 

consume were to remain constant In light of a decrease In the 

ratio of w/p to l/p. It would Indicate that the average pro

pensity to consume out of M had compensated for the decrease 

in consumption deriving from W. If this compensating effect 

were to take place, there would be no decrease In the aggre

gate average propensity to consume, and effective demand 

would be maintained at the projected level. However, the 

aggregate average propensity to consume decreases; therefore, 

it appears that the average propensity to consume out of M 

does not compensate for the decrer.se in the aggregate aver

age propensity to consume. 

This suggestion may be substantiated in part by an 

approximation of the average propensities to consume out of 

W and M* Table VII of the Statistical Appendix^^ presents 

wmmm 

^^See p. 68. TEXAS TECHNOLOGICAL COLLCG^ 
LUBBOCK, TEXAS 
LIBRARY 

http://decrer.se
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the weighted average percentage of income saved by the em

ployed labor force according to occupational classification 

for the year 19it.B*̂ 2 Results of these computations indicate 

that the propensity to save, for the occupational classifi

cations which Include professional and semi-professional, 

managerial and self<«'employed, and farm operators (which 

classifications comprise 19.95? of the employed labor force). 

Is I3«i^« Por the wage and salary earners. Including cleri

cal and sales, skilled and semi-skilled, unskilled and ser

vice (which classifications comprise 80.l5<̂ ^ of the employed 

labor force), the propensity to save is 3»65{* By computa

tion, the complements of these percentages will yield the 

average propensity to consume for each of the two groups, 

I* e*, 86*8^ for the former, and 96*l4̂  for the latter***̂  

If It may be assumed that over time each of these groups 

would expend a constant average percentage of their income 

^^The year 1914.8 Is used for two reasonsi (l) data for 
the necessary computation were available for this year, and 
(2) this year approximates the mid-point for the thirty-year 
period used as a basis for historical data* 

^^Thls percentage correlates satlsfactorllv with the 
average number of wage and salary earners for 19I4.0, as re
ported In Table VI. 

l^See n* of Tsble VII, p. 68, for computation of 
these percentages. Any computations of this nsture must 
not be considered final or absolute. Inasmuch as discrep
ancies may exist in definitions of saving and of occupa
tional groups, and In the elasslfIcaticn of the employed 
labor force Into occupational groups. £^See James N. ?'or-
gan, "The Structure of Aggregate Personal Saving," Journal 
of Political Economy, LIX (December, 195l)> P- 53-._7 
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upon consamptlon,^> then these results would give a good In

dication that the average propensity to consume is greater 

out of W than out of M* 

Thus it Is proposed that if investment Is to be main

tained, a market glut to be avoided, and the historical 

growth potentials In relation to population to be realized 

at the tcfrmlnal year 1975* a change in the distribution of 

Income to the income coiB|>onent W would be an effective 

means of accomplishing this purpose. 

A theoretical analysis of the significance and im

plications of the developments outlined in the previous 

chapters has been presented. As a growth objective, the 

statistical magnitudes obtaining in the terminal year of 

1975 were found to be unrealizable because of an Insuf-

l5|t is a common practice in growth literature to 
make the assumption of a constant average propensity to 
consume. See specifically the following writings: R. F. 
Marrod, Towards a Dynamic Economics (London: Macmillan 
and Co*. Ltd*, t9i4̂ 9l| R* F. karrod, *'An Essay In Dynamic 
Theory," Jhe Economic Journalj XLIX (March, 1939), pp. lU-
331 Evsey D* tiomar, "Capital Expansion, Rate of Growth, 
and Employment," Econometrlca, XIV (April, 191|6), pp. 137-
II4.7I Evsey D. Domar, "Eixpanslon and Employment," American 
Economic Review, )OOCVII (fJiarch, 19U7), PP. 3l|-55. / Both 
articles are reprinted in Domar»s Essays in the Theory of 
Economic Growth (New York: Oxford University Press, \9bl)J» 
J. ft* HickSj A Contribution to the Theory of the Trade Cycle 
(Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1^50;; and Kenneth K. Kurlhara 
**Secular Macroeeonomic Theorems," The Review of i:conomics 
and Statistics, .KXXIV (August, 1952), pp. 27o-̂ t53. 
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flaleat per capita effective demand relative to potential 

par capita aggregate aatpat* It has been seen that Malthus, 

and more recently Keynes, grappled with a similar problemi 

their solutions, however, were different from that solution 

proposed In this thesis* Part of'the reason for a differ

ence In solution between Keynes and the present study may 

be explained by a difference In the time period under con

sideration In each Instance* Xeynes wrote a short-term 

analyslsi this study Includes a long-term analysis. It 

was further seen that the solution proposed by Keynes was 

to Increase Investment, whereas this study, because Its 

problem Is framed In a different viewpoint from that of 

Keynes, proposes that aggregate consumption (R), specifi

cally personal constuaptlon expenditures, be Increased in 

order to provide adequate and stable effective demand. As 

a means of obtaining an increase in R, through an increase 

in personal consumption expenditures, the proposal is made 

to redistribute income In favor of a greater percentage of 

W (compensation of employees). Two arguments are presented 

to support this proposal: (1) Wage earners whose Incomes arc 

counted in W (and whose incomes are a major portion of W) 

comprise a major portion of the labor force. It is assvimed 

that the majority of personal consumption expenditures by 

the population are made from earniags received as members 

of the labor force; therefore. It Is proposed that an in

crease of W would be sn effective solution. (?) The aggre-
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gate average propensity to consume must be raised, and the 

most effective means of doing so would be to redistribute 

the Incoma In favor of W* An approximate average propensity 

to consume out of W and out of U has been presented* In 

light of these data, a redistribution of Income In favor of 

W Is proposed as one means by which sufficient aggregate 

effective denmnd may be promoted, a market glut may be 

avoided, and the historical growth potentlsls at the ter

minal year of 1975 may be realised* 



CHAPTER V 

SimWRY, COIK:LUSIONS, A N D IMPLICATIOHS 

The thesis developed and presented In the previous 

chapters Is that a redistribution of Income to the aggre-

gate incoma coxB|>onent W (compensation of employees) would 

be one means of maintaining economic stability and stable 

growth patterns and of realising historical growth poten

tials at 1975 In relation to an Increasing population. A 

theoretical framework, utilising the IMlted States Depart-
^ • • 

ment of Commerce national Income and Product classifica

tions, has heen developed* From this same source, historical 

estimates of national Income and product components have 

been categorized into the theoretical framework. These his

torical estimates furnish the data which have been presented 

to define statistically the variables Included In the theo

retical framework (W, M, A, I, R, and P), the problem (how 

to avoid the possibility of a market glut resulting from 

Ineffective demand, as signified by a discrepancy between 

the ratio of per capita W to per capita I at the point of 

origin and at the point of termination), and the conditions 

to be met in order to realize the historical growth poten

tial in relation to population at the terminal year 1975. 

Note has been made of the Rfelthusian and Keyneslan writings 

and suggested solutions to problems of the maintenance of 

effective demand. An increase in investment, as a sol'jtion 

51i 
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to the problem of thii thesis, has been shown to be both in-

feasible and In contradiction to basic assumptions* For 

this reason, the components of aggregate consumption have 

been Investigated as possible expenditure areas to be in-

flaanced* Personal consumption'expenditures, because of 

the type of expenditures included In this category, are 

considered more stable, than government or foreign expendi

tures! therefore, a means of Influencing an Increase In 

personal consumption expenditures has been sought. 

f̂ In sapporttof the proposal to redistribute income 

In favor of W and thereby to promote an increase in per

sonal consumption expenditures, statistical data have been 

presented to Indicate the probability that If more income 

were to accrue to W than to M, a greater portion of aggre

gate Income woald be expended on personal consumption. 

Also, an approximation of the actual average propensity to 

consume out of W and out of U has been derived from data 

for the year I9ij.8 and has been presented. The assumption 

is made that the average propensities to consume out of w 

and out of U are fairly consistent over time. The validity 

of this thesis rests on these two arguments: (1) the proba

bility that the majority of personal consumption expendi

tures are made from wage and salary income, a component of 

W| and (2) the reliability of the data used to approximate 

that the average propensity to consume out of v; is greater 

than that out of M, and that these average propensities to 
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conaama are fairly conatant over time* 

The main points of significance In this thesis are 

as followst (I) the demonstration by statistical data that. 

If hiatorlcal growth patterns are to prevail over time, a 

means for providing more effective demand in the aggregate 

must be sought and foundi and (2) tha statistical derivation 

of an approximation of the average propensity to consume out 

of W Is greater than that out of M* 

Of primary is^ortance under the heading of Implica

tions Involved In the thesis presented are measures which 

might be taken la order to alleviate the possible failure 

to realise the historical growth potentials at 1975, If It 

were considered politically and economically desirable that 

these potentials be achieved. It is therefore proper to 

Indicate measures which could be adopted* 

Pursuant to the thesis of a redistribution of Income 

In favor of those units included under W (compensation of 

employees), three measures among many possible suggestions 

are indicated here. One measure would be an Increase In 

the allowable deduction on personal Income tax returns from 

$600 to $700. If this measure were adopted, prior to iiple-

mentation, consideration would have to be given to the 

effects of such a measure upon revenue to the government^ 

and the subsequent ability of the government to maintain 

Its historical pattern of expenditures would have to be 

weighed carefully. A second measure for consideration 
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would be an increase In the minimum wage law from the cur

rent minimum to a higher minimum* A third measure, an 

sxtension of the coverage of the fair Labor SUndards Act 

to inelade ocaapatlons not now subject to Its provisions, 

would also be appropriate to the achievement of the desired 

end* The effectiveness of the second and third measures 

toward the redistribution of Income In favor of W, and the 

subseqaent creation of effective demand, would be dependent 

upon any such wage increases being absorbed by the es^loyer 

and upon no Increase In the price of consumer goods* An 

Increase In the price of consumer goods and services by 

the employer would result In no Increase In the consumer's 

ability to effectively demand the output of Industry* In 

such an event, the desired result would not be achieved, 

and the goal of the maintenance of economic stability In 

relation to population growth would not be realised. 
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(195U * 100) 

UL..., ... 
57.U 
53.8 
U9.9 
)tt».^ 
lih.2 
146.9 
U7.U 
U7.7 
U9.5 
US.7 

• U8.9 
52 .9 
59 .6 
6U.9 
66.^ 
68.0 
7U.6 
83.6 

'38.5 
98.2 
89.5 
96 .2 
98 .1 
99 .0 

100.0 
101.2 
IOJ1.6 ,. 
108.U 
U 0 . 7 

Aggregate Income and 
/Na t National Product 

cumtii 
Doll«.rs 

( M I t l i o n s ) 

95.819 
82.56i^ 
68,105 
50,851 
U8,803 
57.863 
65.267 
75,2U7 
83,031; 
7 7 , « M 
03,257 
92,U70 

116,781 
1US.978 
I8 l ,6 i i7 
199.386 
201,009 
199,969 
221,259 

. 2U3.9'J5 
2»i0,700 
265.53U 
307,005 
322,992 
338,859 
33U,303 
36.S.i483 
38U,7b8 
1405,576 
l403,80tj 

Constant 
Dollars 

( B i l l i o n s ) 

166.9 
IU9.0 
136.5 
113.3 
l iO.U 
123.14 
137.7 
1S7.B 
167.7 
159.0 
173.1 
189.1 
2^0.8 
250.0 
279.9 
299.8 
295.6 
268.1 
26*}.b 
275.7 
273.0 
296.7 
319.1 
329.2 
3i42-3 
33U.3 
361.1 
367-8 
37fi. l 
36/4.8 

Compensa t lon of 
Employaes 

Current 
Dollars 

(M i l l i ons ) 

i?i., ,., 
51,085 
U6,8j4l4 
39,7140 
31,05U 
29,539 
3U,295 
37»3J40 
U2,910 
l47,9yi 
f44.991i 
Jid,108 
52,129 
6i4,789 
8«;,271 

109,587 
121,286 
123,181 
117.697 
128,757 
1140,969 
1140,8314 
15U,190 
160,327 
19'»,012 
208,812 
207,595 
223,852 
2U^,502 
255,507 
256.G3I 

Constant 
Dollars 

( B i l l i o n s ) 
(6) 

89.0 
8U.6 
79.6 
69.2 
66.8 

78.8 
90.0 
96.8 
92.U 

100,0 
106.6 
122.5 
1U3.1 
168.9 
182.u 
181.1 
157.8 
155.1 
159.-3 
159.7 
172.3 
187.5 
198.8 
210.•) 
207.6 
L21.2 
231.8 
235.7 
.m.o 

Net Prlvata Dow.s-
l l c Investiaent 

Current' 
Dot tars 

(M i l l ions ) 
(7) . 

7,61l4 
l,72i4 

-2,6U3 
-6,702 
-5 ,770 
-l4.22k 

- 958 
908 

U.OOI 
-1 ,122 

1,U71 
5,007 
9,031 
- 280 

-^,266 
-ti,a77 
-2,11? 
17,UL6 
ld,U29 
27,616 
15,703 
30,905 
3I4.36I4 
25,856' 
23,61(4 
20,063 
31.857 
32,9514 
29,651 
16,967 

Constant 
Dollars 

(B i l l i ons ) 
(8) 

J3.3 
3.1 . 

- 5 . 3 
-IJ4.9 
-13 .1 

- 9 . 0 
- 2 . 0 

1.9 
8.1 

- 2 . 3 
3.1 

10.2 
17.1 
- . 5 

- 8 . 1 
- 7 . 3 
- 3 . 1 
23.14 
22.2 
^••2 
17.8 r, 
26.14 
2tt. l 
20.1 
31.5 
31.5 
27.Ij 
15.3 

Estirnatad 
Population 

(Thouaanda) 
<9) 

'21.875 
123,198 
121|,1U9 
tSU,9li9 
125,690 
126.h8«; 
'2X.3$2 

U 8 , 9 6 l 
129,969 
131,02fl 
132,12? 
131,^02 
I3U,S60 
136,739 
138,397 
139.9ifl 

I(t i i . l2^ 
lil6,61J 
IU9, l80 
151,663 
J5U,360 
l<^7.02d 
159.636 
162,1^17 
165,270 
168,176 
171,118 
17li,05l4 

' s o u r c e s : For Column 2, data were obtained from the Economic .Report of Uie Presldfut, 1?^'0, 
p. 160, Tabla D-5. This price deflator is used to adjust a l F l j r r e n t dollar estimates to constant dol
lar est lmatai* For Columns 3, 5, and 7, data were obtained from the Survey of Current Business, pre
pared by the V. S. Office of Business Econoi^lcs, Vol. XX;<IX (July, 1959). For Coluim 9," data were 
9bl«lD«d from the Economic Report of the President, HhO, p. 171, Table D-Hi. Population is for the 
United S t a t e s , excluaing Alaska and Hawaii; i t includes armed forces abroad. Annual data are csUmat^s 
as of July of each year. 
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TABLE n 

EQUATIONS, BASED Oti HISTC ÎCAL DATA FOR 
THE YEARS 1929 THROUGH 1958 

( B i l l i o n s of constant 1951|. d o l l s r s j x » one year) 

Variable Ease Year Point of Origin 
(1929) (Mid-Point of I9I1.3-19I44) 

W 56.14^8 -• 6.119x li].5.l53 • 6.119X 

M* k9.k9k + 3.36i^x 98.27I1 + 3.36i4.x 

A 105.923 • 9ai|83x 2I4.3.I+27 • 9.I+83X 

I - 8 . 0 9 2 4- 1.322X 11.077 + 1.322X 

R* Ili4..0l5 + 8.161X 232.350 + 8.161X 

*Llnear regress ion values for variables M and R 
were derived by subtract ion in the fol lowing manner: 
M « A - W ; R « A - I . 
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TABLE HI 

COMPARATIVE VALUES CT VARIABLES W, M, A. I , R, AND 
F AT K>INT OT ORIGIN AND POINT OP TERMINATION 

Variable Point of Origin 
ADtoiuta Average >opula- Pe^ Cajplta 

Value tlon (P) —1929-1958 Value (Bl lUons) (Millions) 
w $11+5.153 WTTl ITSST 

M 98.27i|. " 6914-

A 2i4.3.i|.27 " 1718 

11.077 " 78 

R 232.350 ;i I61j.0 

Variable Point of Termination 
Absolttie Population (P) Per Capita 

value at Year 1975 Value 
B i l l i ons ) (Millions) 

M 2OI4..239 " 905 

A 51^.li | i " 2I103 

SOB 

1 52.720 " 231+ 

R I;89elj.21 11 2U9^ 
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T A B L E I V 

C 0 W W 5 N S A T I 0 K O F EMPLOYEES ( W ) A S A PERCENTAGE O F A G O R E -
Q A T E INCOME ( A ) FOR THE Y E A R S 1 9 2 9 THROUGH 1 9 5 8 * 

.riv''!'I Wi'ii'i'iViii'iiVi'n'iinnii 'iiiiiVi i n""'iw»""i ., >̂ liu.'̂ llll' 

Year Per Cent Year Per Cent 

1929 

1930 

1931 

1932 

1933 

I93i| 

1935 

1936 

1937 

1938 

1939 

I9I4.O 

191+1 

191+2 

191+3 

53 

57 

58 

61 

61 

' 59 

57 

57 

58 

58 

58 

56 

55 

57 

60 

I9I4I+ 

191+5 

19i+6 

191+7 

191+8 

19W 

1950 

1951 

1952 

1953 

1951+ 

1955 

19p6 

1957 

1958 

61 

61 

59 

58 

58 

58 

58 

59 

60 

62 

62 

61 

63 

63 

61+ 

*The8e figures were computed from data presented 
In Table I. 
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TABLE V 

WAGES AND SALARIES AS A PERCENTAGE OF CCSHPFMRATfrsj A P 
eWLOmS (W) FOR THE YEARS 1929 TOS^I^SSS^ ^^ 

Year 

1929 

1930 

1931 

1932 

1933 

1931+ 

1935 

1936 

1937 

1938 

1939 

191+0 

191+1 

19I42 

191+3 

Per Cent 

98.7 

98.5 

98.1+ 

98.1 

98a 1 

98.2 

98.2 

97.6 

96a I 

95.5 

95.1+ 

95.5 

95.8 

96.2 

96.5 

The source fo r t h i s 
Of f i ce of Business Economics 

Year 

19i+l+ 

191+5 

191+6 

191+7 

191+8 

191+9 

1950 

1951 

1952 

1953 

1951^ 

1955 

1956 

1957 

1953 

table Is the 
1, Survey of 

Per Cent 

96.3 

95.1+ 

95.0 

95.1+ 

95.9 

95.3 

91+. 9 

9I+.7 

9i+.7 

91+. 8 

9i+.5 

91+. 3 

93.8 

93.3 

93.2 

fo l l ow ing : U. S., 
Current Business, 

XXXIX ( J u l y , 1959) , p p . 8 -9 . See T^ble I~0. 
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TABU VI 

AVERAGE Nm^ER OF FULL-TIMS AND PART-TIME EMPLOYEES RE
CEIVING WAGES AND SAURIES AS A PERCENTAGE OF 

ANNUAL ESTIMATED UBC»^ FCmCE FOR THE 
YEARS 1929 THRCnJGH 1956* 

Year Per Cent Year Per Cent 

1929 76 19101. 87 

1930 71 191+5 85 

1931 65 191+6 81 

1932 57 191+7 80 

1933 60 191+8 81 

1931+ 65 191+9 78 

1935 67 1950 79 

1936 72 1951 81+ 

1937 73 1952 85 

1938 69 1953 86 

1939 71 195i| 83 

191+0 73 19-5 81+ 

191+1 80 1956 85 

19i|2 83 1957 85 

191+3 38 1958 N. A.** 

*Table VI was computed from data obtained from the 
following sources: r.conomic Report of the Pr^sicent, I960, 
n 17Jn IQĉ h Matinnnl tnrome Supplement, pp. 1^0-199; U. S., 
Sffi'^^^rSllsinlls "con^^^^^ 
ington: U. S. Government Printing orrice, l':̂ ,̂>8), p. -1-. 

**Not available 
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TABLE VII 

DERIVATION OF WEIGKTED AVERAGE PERCENTAGE OF INCOf.C SAVED 
BY THE EMPLOYED LABOR FORCE ACCORDING TO OCCUPATIONAL 

CLASSIFICATIC»4 FOR THE YEAR V^)\fr 

O c c u p a t i o n a l C l a s s i f i c a t i o n 

(l) 

Per C?nt 
of Employed 
Labor Force 

(2) 

Clerical and sales 

Skilled, seml-skiiUd 

Unskilled, service 

Subtotals 

30.50 

60.10 

Number 
Employei 

(Thousands) 
(3) 

7 ,333 

18,110 

2 2 . l i b 

Per Cent 
of Income 

Saved 

l.U 

Weighted 
Per Cent of 
Income Saved 
( C o l s . 3 X U) 

('>') 

102.7 

669.3 

729.9 

1701.9 

P r o f e s s i o n a l , s e m i p r o f e s s l o n a i 

M a n a g e r i a l , s e l f - e m p l o y e d 

Farm o p e r a t o r 

S u b t o t a l s 

6 .95 

17.90 

2 ,050 

U,127 

U , % 0 

11.017 

25K 5 

, 5 2 8 . 3 

i^s'9.2 

' • - - - ' ^ • ^ 

T o t a l s 100.00 5 '^373 3261.1 

^ S o u r c e s : For the per c e n t of employed labor f o r c e , data wer.. o^<-^''"^J [ n \ \ M. 
U S B u ^ e l S o f the c e n s u s . C u r r e n t P o p u l a t i o n R e p o r t s ; Labor Fo rce . S e r i e s P - ^ ; No. 66 . 
n ' fl**T«Siri For the t o t a l - n u m b e r employed, da ta were obla Inecj 'iVom the l^conomlc Re> 
p . a . Table 3 . \Yr.\ \c)ln \ . I7\i Table D-17. For the per cen t of income saved , aa t a 

3.656, which y i e l d s 9,',.6:^.. The a v e r n a c 
p r o p e n s i t y to save for the croup c o n p r i s nj, p r o -

f e s s i o n a l . - s e m i - p r o f e s s l o n a l . manager i a l s c U - . n p l o ^ 
a p p r o x i m a t e s those Incomes inc luded In the ' ^ ^ ^ i \ ; % " g ^ ^ ^ Jor thi". arot.p is 100^ 
1 5 5 9 . 2 . which y i e l d . I}.2^.. The ave rage P^oP'^nsIty to consume lo r ^" ^ included 
minus 13.2fo, which y i e l d s ^t.M. Some ^ ^ f ^ " ^ J ^ i ^ / J ^ ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ' . ' . ' . ' . r ' n u m b r r , a w^ver . f h c r . -JSrr%br;:;c:ic^.!:^orinc:L^^:v:d':nrc:^ û ^̂ ^̂  croup of t h e . . . r o . . . . . . . . 
be W e i e d a's on?y a p p r o x i m a t i o n s t o t h . a c t u a l p e r c e n t n c . s . 


